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Explicit equations for exterior square of the general linear group
ROMAN LUBKOV AND ILIA NEKRASOV
Abstract. We present several explicit systems of equations defining exterior square of the general linear
group
∧
2 GLn as an affine group scheme. Algebraic ingredients of the equations, exterior numbers, are
translated into the language of weight diagrams corresponding to Lie groups of type An−1 in representation
with the highest weight ̟2.
Introduction
The starting point of the present paper is the following problem: to describe overgroups of elementary
subgroups of Chevalley groups. Classically, one of the key steps in a proof of so-called standard description
uses explicit equations defining a Chevalley groups. In [2] this problem is partially solved for groups of
type An in representation with the highest weight ̟m (m 6 n+1). But the technique of explicit equations
is replaced by methods of representation theory.
Using stabilizing of quadratic forms in [3, 8, 9] equations on Chevalley groups were obtained. Also,
in [11] this technique was developed for stabilizing of the cubic form.
Following the paradigm of the mentioned papers, authors construct several explicit systems of equations
defining an affine group scheme
∧
2
GLn. This case corresponds to a group of type An−1 in the second
fundamental representation.
Let us remark that methods of representation theory for a general exterior power use structural results
for plethysms Symk(
∧
m
Cn) with arbitrary natural numbers k,m, n. But in the present paper, we use only
one fact: the group
∧
2
GLn over a commutative ring R preserves an ideal Plu¨ generated by the Plu¨cker
relations. The last argument can be interpreted as follows. The algebraic variety Gr2,n is stabilized under
the action of the algebraic group
∧
2
GLn. Therefore, the present method
• is more elementary and transparent;
• allows to understand inner structure of the group scheme
∧
2
GLn in more explicit way.
For a general exterior power the Plu¨cker ideal structure is much more complicated. Hence, it is not
possible to generalize the results of the present paper. Structure of the Plu¨cker ideal and its higher
syzygies in the case of the exterior square are described in [1] in details.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we recall basic notation and set all main results
pertaining to the group scheme
∧
2
GLn. In the next Section we state and prove the main result: explicitly
described equations for the scheme
∧
2
GLn. The last Section is devoted to translation of the algebraic
structure of equations into weight diagram terms.
1. Preliminaries
Our notation is for the most part fairly standard in Chevalley group theory and coincides with the
notation in [6, 8, 9, 10]. We recall all necessary notion to read the present paper independently.
First, let G be an arbitrary group. By a commutator of two elements we always understand the left-
normed commutator [x, y] = xyx−1y−1, where x, y ∈ G. Multiple commutators are also left-normed; in
particular, [x, y, z] = [[x, y], z]. By xy = xyx−1 we denote the left conjugates of y by x. Similarly, by
yx = x−1yx we denote the right conjugates of y by x.
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For a subset X ⊆ G, we denote by 〈X〉 the subgroup it generates. The notation H 6 G means that
H is a subgroup in G, while the notation H P G means that H is a normal subgroup in G. For H 6 G,
we denote by 〈X〉H the smallest subgroup in G containing X and normalized by H. For two groups
F,H 6 G, we denote by [F,H] their mutual commutator: [F,H] = 〈[f, g], where f ∈ F, h ∈ H〉.
Also, we need some elementary ring theory notation. Let R be an arbitrary associative ring with 1.
By default, it is assumed to be commutative. By an ideal I of the ring R we understand the two-sided
ideal and this is denoted by I P R. As usual, let R∗ be the multiplicative group of the ring R. Let
M(m,n,R) be the R-bimodule of (m× n)-matrices with entries in R, and let M(n,R) = M(n, n,R) be
the full matrix ring of degree n over R. By GLn(R) = M(n,R)
∗ we denote the general linear group. As
usual, ai,j denotes the entry of a matrix a at the position (i, j), where 1 6 i, j 6 n.
By [n] we denote a set {1, 2, . . . , n} and by
∧
m
[n] we denote the exterior power of the set [n]. Elements
of
∧
m
[n] are unordered1 subsets I ⊆ [n] of cardinality m without repeating entries:
∧
m
[n] = {(i1, i2, . . . , im) | ij ∈ [n], ij 6= il}.
Let I = {i1 < . . . < iv} ∈
∧
v[n], J = {j1 < . . . < ju} ∈
∧
u[n]; then by sgn(I, J) we denote the sign of
the permutation (i1, i2, . . . , iv , j1, . . . , ju).
Also, for a matrix a ∈ GLn(R) and for sets I, J from
∧
m
[n], define a minor MJI (a) of the matrix a as
follows. MJI (a) equals the determinant of a submatrix formed by rows from the set I and columns from
the set J .
1.1. Exterior power of the general linear group. In this Section we describe the exterior square of
the general linear group over a commutative ring R; details can be found in [2, 12]. In the sequel, we keep
the rank n of the base general linear group GLn.
Let Rn be a right R–module with the basis {e1, . . . , en}. Consider the standard action of the group
GLn(R) on R
n. Define an exterior square of an R–module as follows. Basis of this module is all exterior
products ei ∧ ej , 1 6 i 6= j 6 n and ei ∧ ej = −ej ∧ ei. The rank of this module equals the binomial
coefficient
(
n
2
)
. We denote this number by N .
Now, we define an action of the group GLn(R) on
∧
2
(Rn). Firstly, we define this action on elements of
the basis by the rule
g(ei ∧ ej) := (gei) ∧ (gej) for any g ∈ GLn(R) and 1 6 i 6= j 6 n.
Secondly, we extend this action by linearity to the whole module
∧
2
(Rn). Finally, using this action we
define a subgroup
∧
2
(
GLn(R)
)
of the general linear group GLN (R).
In other words, let us consider the Cauchy–Binet homomorphism
∧
2
: GLn(R) −→ GLN (R),
taking each matrix x ∈ GLn(R) to the matrix
∧
2
(x) ∈ GLN (R). Elements of
∧
2
(x) ∈ GLN (R) are all
second order minors of the matrix x. Then the group
∧
2
(
GLn(R)
)
is an image of the general linear group
under the Cauchy–Binet homomorphism. It is natural to index elements of the matrix
∧
2
(x) by pairs of
elements of the set
∧
2
[n]:(∧
2
(x)
)
I,J
=
(∧
2
(x)
)
(i1,i2),(j1,j2)
= M j1,j2i1,i2 (x) = xi1,j1 · xi2,j2 − xi1,j2 · xi2,j1 .
The last can be generalized to the case of an arbitrary m-th exterior power (we assume that m 6 n).
Therefore, the [abstract] group
∧
m(GLn(R)) is well defined for arbitrary commutative ring R. In a
general case this group is not a group of points of any algebraic group. Hence, by
∧
m
GLn we denote the
corresponding algebraic group. It is the [Zariski] closure of all
∧
m
(GLn(R)). Let us remark that this group∧
m
GLn is a subgroup of the algebraic group GL(n
m
). It equals GLn in representation with the highest
weight ̟m.
We stress that to obtain equations on the scheme
∧
m
GLn it is sufficient to obtain equations on the
group
∧
m
GLn(C). It is true due to the following fact. Obtained equations would be defined over Z.
Consequently, they determine the group as a scheme over Spec(Z).
1In the sequel, we arrange them in the ascending order.
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For an arbitrary ring R a group of R-points of the scheme
∧
m GLn(R) is strictly greater than the
corresponding group-theoretic image and is strictly lesser than a group of R-points of the ambient group
scheme:
∧
m
(
GLn(R)
)
<
∧
m
GLn(R) < GL(n
m
)(R).
We refer the reader to [12] for more precise results about the difference between the last three groups.
We formulate the main result in the following theorem
Theorem 1. In the previous notation:
(1) For any n > 4, we have an isomorphism of affine group schemes
∧
2
GLn ∼= GLn /µ2.
(2) The quotient group
∧
2
GLn(R)upslope∧2(GL(n,R)) contains a copy of the group
R∗upslopeR∗2, and the further
quotient modulo this copy is a subgroup of the Picard group Pic(R), consisting of invertible modules
P over R such that
P⊗2 = R, Pn = Rn.
(3) For any element x of the group
∧
2
GLn(R) there exists a finite extension R
′/R such that for some
y ∈ GLn(R
′), we have
x =
∧
2
(y).
1.2. Elementary group and its exterior powers. The elementary group E(n,R) plays a special role
among subgroups of the general linear group. As always, elements of this group are characterized by the
following fact. Technically cumbersome calculations for the generic element of the group GLn are much
more transparent and at the same time non-trivial, as, for example, for torus elements.
Recall that e denotes the identity matrix and ei,j denotes the standard matrix unit, i. e., the matrix
that has 1 at the position (i, j) and zeros elsewhere.
By ti,j(ξ) we denote an elementary transvection, i. e., a matrix of the form ti,j(ξ) = e + ξei,j , 1 6
i 6= j 6 n, ξ ∈ R. In the sequel, we use (without any special reference) standard relations [6] among
elementary transvections such as
(1) the additivity:
ti,j(ξ)ti,j(ζ) = ti,j(ξ + ζ).
(2) the Chevalley commutator formula:
[ti,j(ξ), th,k(ζ)] =


e, if j 6= h, i 6= k,
ti,k(ξζ), if j = h, i 6= k,
th,j(−ζξ), if j 6= h, i = k.
The subgroup E(n,R) 6 GLn(R) generated by all elementary transvections, is called the (absolute)
elementary group:
E(n,R) = 〈ti,j(ξ), 1 6 i 6= j 6 n, ξ ∈ R〉.
It is well known (due to Andrei Suslin [7]) that the elementary group is normal in the general linear
group GLn(R) for n > 3. As a straightforward corollary, we have the following result.
Lemma 1. The image of the elementary group is normal in the image of the general linear group under
the exterior square homomorphism:
∧
2
(E(n,R)) P
∧
2
(GLn(R)).
Let us consider a structure of the group
∧
2
E(n,R) in details. The following proposition can be obtained
by the very definition of
∧
2
(
GLn(R)
)
.
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Proposition 1. Let ti,j(ξ) be an elementary transvection. For n > 3 the transvection
∧
2ti,j(ξ) can be
presented as the following product:
∧
2
ti,j(ξ) =
i−1∏
k=1
tki,kj(ξ) ·
j−1∏
l=i+1
til,lj(−ξ) ·
n∏
m=j+1
tim,jm(ξ) (1)
for any 1 6 i < j 6 n.
Remark. For i > j the similar equality holds:
∧
2
ti,j(ξ) =
j−1∏
k=1
tki,kj(ξ) ·
i−1∏
l=j+1
tli,jl(−ξ) ·
n∏
m=i+1
tim,jm(ξ) (1
′)
Remark. A commutator of any two transvections from the right-hand sides of formulas (1) and (1′)
equals 1. Therefore the commutator with the transvection
∧
2
ti,j(ξ) is equal to 1 as well.
It follows from the proposition that
∧
2
ti,j(ξ) ∈ E
n−2(N,R), where a set EM (N,R) consists of products
of M or less elementary transvections.
Similarly, we can define any exterior powers of the elementary group and calculate exterior powers of
elementary transvections (see [2] for details).
2. Equations
In this Section, we will define the affine group scheme
∧
2
GLn via explicit equations. As mentioned
above, it is sufficient to obtain equations on the group of points
∧
2
GLn(C).
We will use the fact that the exterior square of the general linear group preserves the Plu¨cker ideal.
We briefly recall a relationship between the exterior square of GLn(R) and the ideal Plu¨ generated by the
Plu¨cker relations below.
The Grassmann space Gr2,n(C) is embedded in the projective space P(
∧
2
(Cn)) ∼= P(CN ) as a set of
decomposable tensors. More precisely, a point of Gr2,n(C) corresponding to an affine hull of vectors
{v1, v2} maps to a projective class of an indecomposable tensor v1 ∧ v2. Under this embedding Gr2,n(C)
is a subvariety of P(CN ). It is defined by the classical Plu¨cker equations. Since the group GLn(R) takes
each decomposable tensor to a decomposable one, we see that the group
∧
2
(GLn(R)) preserves an ideal
Plu¨ = Plu¨(n,R) P R [pI : I ∈
∧
2[n]], generated by the Plu¨cker polynomials, where R [pI : I ∈
∧
2[n]] is a
polynomial algebra with its standard grading by total degree of monomials.
This argument is also true for the general exterior power. But the case of the exterior square is
characterized by the following fact. The Plu¨cker ideal for the exterior square is relatively simple. The
next Section is devoted to an explicit description of the structure of the last ideal.
2.1. Structure of the Plu¨cker ideal. Note that the Plu¨cker polynomials have the following simple
form in the case of the exterior square.
The Plu¨cker polynomials are numbered by pairs (i, J) ∈ (
∧
1
[n] = [n],
∧
3
[n]) and equal
fi,J(x) :=
3∑
h=1
(−1)h · xi jhxJ\{jh},
where xij is the Plu¨cker coordinates on the projective space P(
∧
2
(Cn)).
The structure of the Plu¨cker ideal Plu¨ := 〈fi,J〉 is described in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. (1) For any set 1 6 i < j < k < l 6 n denote by Plu¨(i, j, k, l) a submodule of the
R–module Plu¨:
Plu¨(i, j, k, l) = 〈fs,T : s ⊔ T = {i, j, k, l}〉R .
Then Plu¨(i, j, k, l) is one-dimensional. For this space we fix the canonical generator fi,{j,k,l}.
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(2) A set of homogeneous polynomials {fs,T}(s,T ) is a basis of the ideal Plu¨ iff for any set 1 6 i < j <
k < l 6 n exactly one element αijkl · fi,{j,k,l} is selected, where αijkl is any invertible constant. In
particular, the canonical basis of the ideal Plu¨ is
{fi,{j,k,l} : 1 6 i < j < k < l 6 n}.
(3) b =
∑
I,J
bI,J xIxJ ∈ Plu¨ whenever the following conditions are hold:
(a) bI,J = 0, if the intersection of I and J is not empty;
(b) sgn(I, J) · bI,J = sgn(K,L) · bK,L, if I ⊔ J = K ⊔ L.
Proof. First, note that for any 1 6 i < j < k < l 6 n, we have
fi,j,k,l(x) = −xijxkl + xikxjl − xilxjk;
fj,i,k,l(x) = +xijxkl + xjkxil − xjlxik = −fi,jkl(x);
fk,i,j,l(x) = +xikxjl − xjkxil − xklxij = +fi,jkl(x);
fl,i,j,k(x) = +xilxjk − xjlxik + xklxij = −fi,jkl(x).
Therefore, we proved the first statement and the second one too.
To prove the last one we present any polynomial b ∈ Plu¨ in the following form:
b =
∑
I,J
bI,JxIxJ =
∑
{i,j,k,l}
i<j<k<l
∑
I∪J={i,j,k,l}
bI,JxIxJ .
Using item 2, we get
b =
∑
i<j<k<l
∑
I∪J={i,j,k,l}
bI,JxIxJ =
∑
i<j<k<l
θ{i,j,k,l}(f) · fi,jkl.
In other words, bI,J = sgn(I, J) · θI∪J(f). This completes the proof of item 3. 
2.2. Equations on group scheme. In this Section we define the affine group scheme
∧
2 GLn via equa-
tions. Let us consider the standard action g ∈ GLN (R) on any Plu¨cker polynomial fi,J(x):
g ◦ fi,J(x) = fi,J(g(x)) =
3∑
h=1
∑
a<b
∑
c<d
(−1)hgab,ijhgcd,J\jhxabxcd.
Hence, the condition g ◦ fi,J ∈ Plu¨ is equivalent to
3∑
h=1
∑
a<b
c<d
(−1)hgab,ijhgcd,J\jhxabxcd =
3∑
h=1
∑
i′<j′
1
<j′
2
<j′
3
(−1)hθi′∪J ′ xi′,j′
h
xJ ′\j′
h
.
That can be rewritten as
∑
A,C
xAxC
(
3∑
h=1
(−1)hgA,ijhgC,J\jh
)
=
∑
i′<j′
1
<j′
2
<j′
3
3∑
h=1
xi′,j′
h
xJ ′\j′
h
(−1)hθi′∪J ′ .
Denote by aJA,C = a
J
A,C(g) the coefficient of the monomial xAxC = xCxA in the last equality. Then
aJA,C =
3∑
h=1
(−1)h(gA,ijhgC,J\jh + gC,ijhgA,J\jh) =
=
∑
B⊔D=H
sgn(B,D)gA,BgC,D ,
where the last sum ranges over all unordered partitions of the set J into disjoint pairs.
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In general, for a matrix g ∈ GLN (R) the numbers{
aHA,C =
∑
B⊔D=H
sgn(B,D)gA,BgC,D
}
A,C,H
is called exterior numbers of a matrix g.
Theorem 3. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) g ∈
∧
2
GLn(R).
(2) For any H ∈
∧
4
[n] and for any A,C ∈
∧
2
[n],
• if A ∩ C 6= ∅, then aHA,C(g) = 0;
• if A∩C = ∅, then aHA,C(g) = sgn(A,C) · θ
H
A∪C(g), where θ
•
∗ is a function of arguments ∗ and
•.
To finish the proof of this theorem, we have to show that
∧
2
GLn coincides with the stabilizer of the
ideal Plu¨. This fact follows from the classification [5, Table 1] (examples of such argument can be found
in [2, Proposition 7] and [11, Proof of Theorem 2]).
Let us re-prove the following fact as an example of calculation of exterior numbers.
Theorem 4.
∧
2
GLn(R) >
∧
2
(GLn(R)).
Proof. We need to show that any matrix from the group
∧
2
(GLn(R)) satisfies the second condition of the
last Theorem.
Let x ∈ GLn(R) and let g :=
∧
2(x). Also let A = {a < b}, B = {c < d}, then
aHA,C(g) = sgn(A,C) ·M
H
A∪C(g), (∗)
where MPQ is a minor of fourth order with rows Q and columns P .
In the case A ∩ C 6= ∅, we can assume that a = c. Then summands ha,σ(i)hb,σ(j1)ha,σ(j2)hd,σ(j3) and
ha,σ˜(i)hb,σ˜(j1)ha,σ˜(j2)hd,σ˜(j3) are equal and have different signs, where σ and σ˜ differ by some permutation
(σ(i) = σ˜(j2), σ(j1) = σ˜(j3)). Thus the required sum equals zero.
If A ∩ C = ∅, then for any fixed set {a, b, c, d}, we have∑
σ∈S4
sgn(σ) · ha,σ(i)hb,σ(j1)hc,σ(j2)hd,σ(j3) = ±θ
H
A∪C .
The sign depends on the permutation (a, b, c, d) and evidently coincides with the required. 
Remark. Formula (∗) and Theorem 1(3) show that exterior numbers for x =
∧
2
(y) ∈
∧
2
GL2(R), where
y ∈ GLn(R
′), are minors of fourth order of a matrix y. Therefore, the proof of the last Theorem is true
in general case: elements of
∧
2
(GLn(R)) satisfy these equations. This fact is true due to “locality” of the
statement: we use only one element, so we can find a suitable extension R′/R for this element.
Since in a general case this extension cannot be chosen for all elements simultaneously, minors could be
undefined globally. But exterior numbers define global sections over the whole scheme
∧
2
GLn. Restrictions
of these sections coincide with locally defined minors.
For description of overgroups it is also necessary to find equations on some congruence–subgroups.
Such results are obtained as corollaries below.
Let, as above, A P R, and let R/A be the factor-ring of R modulo A. Denote by ρA : R −→ R/A
the canonical projection sending λ ∈ R to λ¯ = λ + A ∈ R/I. Applying the projection to all entries of a
matrix, we get the reduction homomorphism
ρA : GLn(R) −→ GLn(R/A)
a 7→ a = (ai,j)
Theorem 5. Let A be an ideal in the ring R. In the notation of Theorem 3 a matrix g = (gA,C) ∈ GLN (R)
belongs to the group ρ−1A
(∧
2
GLn(R/A)
)
whenever the following conditions hold
• If A ∩ C 6= ∅, then aHA,C ≡ 0 (mod A);
• If A ∩ C = ∅, then aHA,C ≡ sgn(A,C) · θ
H
A∪C (mod A).
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Now we formulate several properties of exterior numbers.
Proposition 2. Let g, h ∈
∧
2
GLn(R), then
aHA,C(g · h) = sgn(A,C) ·
∑
I
θHI (h)θ
I
A∪C(g).
Proof. The statement follows from the calculation below.
aHA,C(g · h) =
∑
B⊔D=H
sgn(B,D)
∑
K,L
gA,K hK,B gC,L hL,D =
∑
K,L
gA,K gC,L
∑
B⊔D=H
sgn(B,D)hK,B hL,D =
=
∑
K,L
gA,K gC,L sgn(K,L)θ
H
K∪L(h) =
∑
I
θHI (h)
∑
K,L
K∪L=I
sgn(K,L)gA,K gC,L =
=
∑
I
θHI (h) sgn(A,C)θ
I
A∪C(g).

Corollary 1. Let xi ∈
∧
2 GLn(R), then
aHA,C
(
k∏
h=1
xh
)
= sgn(A,C) ·
∑
I1,...,Ik−1
θHI1(xk)θ
I1
I2
(xk−1) · . . . · θ
Ik−2
Ik−1
(x2)θ
Ik−1
A∪C(x1),
Let us give an example of an explicit calculation of the exterior numbers for an element of the exterior
square of the elementary group.
Proposition 3.
aHA,C
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
=


sgn(A,C), if H = A ∪ C,
sgn(A,C ∪ j\i) ·
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
C,C∪j\i
, if H 6= A ∪ C, i ∈ C,
sgn(A ∪ j\i, C) ·
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
A,A∪j\i
, if H 6= A ∪ C, i ∈ A,
0, otherwise.
Proof. It is known that aHA,C
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
=
∑
B⊔D=H
sgn(B,D)
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
A,B
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
C,D
.(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
L,M
6= 0 whenever either L = M or L = (ik),M = (jk). Let us consider four cases:
(1) A = B and C = B,
(2) A 6= B and C 6= B (while A and C contain i),
(3) A = B and C 6= D (while C contains i),
(4) A 6= B and C = D (while A contains i).
Let A = B и C = D, then
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
A,A
=
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
B,B
= 1.
Now, let A 6= B and C 6= B, i ∈ A and i ∈ B. We can assume that A = {i, a}, C = {i, c}. Then a
coefficient aHA,C has the following form∑
B⊔D=H
sgn(B,D)
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
{i,a},B
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
{i,c},D
.
Since B and D contain j (otherwise the corresponding transvection element is zero), we have B =
{j, a},D = {j, c}. This is impossible, since intersection of B and D have to be empty. Thus, the second
case is excluded. It remains to consider two similar cases. Let A = B and C 6= D.
The sum can be rewrite in the following form:∑
B⊔D=H
sgn(B,D)
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
A,B
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
C,D
=
=
∑
D⊂H\A
sgn(A,D)
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
A,A
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
C,D
=
∑
D⊂H\A
sgn(A,D)
(∧
2
(ti,j(ξ))
)
C,D
.
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The set C have to contain i, hence C = {i, c}. That
(∧
2(ti,j(ξ))
)
{i,c},D
equals not zero (??) it is necessary
that D = {j, c}. Then the sum equals sgn(A,C ∪ j\i) · (
∧
2
(ti,j(ξ)))C,C∪j\i.
The last case is true by the same argument. 
2.3. Second series of equations. Alternatively, we will present one more system of equations defining
the affine group scheme
∧
2
GLn. Note that any Plu¨cker polynomial fI ∈ Plu¨ is a quadratic form. Then
it can be rewritten as follows
fI(x) = x
tBIx,
where BI is a matrix such that its elements equal
(BI)M,L =
{
sgn(M,L), if M ⊔ L = I,
0, otherwise.
Then the condition
fI(gx) = g ◦ fI(x) =
∑
J
αII fI , where α
I
I ∈ R
has the following form
xtgtBIgx =
∑
I
αII x
tBI x или g
tBI =
∑
I
αIIBI g
−1.
Consequently, we have the useful result.
Theorem 6. A matrix g ∈ GLN (R) belongs to
∧
2
GLn(R) whenever the identities for some constants α
•
∗
hold.

∑
N :
N∩K=∅
αIk∪N sgn(K,N))g
′
N,L = 0, for any pairs K,L such that L 6⊂ I,
∑
N :
N∩K=∅
αIk∪N sgn(K,N))g
′
N,L = gI\L,K sgn(I\L,K), for any pairs K,L such that L ⊂ I.
Note that these equations have more compact form, but its contain a set of undefined constants.
3. Geometric interpretation of exterior numbers
In the last Section we present an algorithm for computation of the exterior numbers of any matrix
g ∈
∧
2
SLn(R) via weight diagrams. We refer the reader to the paper [4], where the theory of weight
diagrams was developed. Also, that paper contains an extensive bibliography.
In Fig. 1 the weight diagram (A3,̟2) in the standard basis {e1, e2, e3, e4} is presented.
e1∧e4
•
1
●●
●●3
✇✇
✇✇
e1∧e3
•
2
✇✇
✇✇
1
●●
●●
e2∧e4
•
3
✇✇
✇✇ 2●●
●●
e1∧e2
•
e2∧e3
•
e3∧e4
•
Figure 1. (A3,̟2)
Recall the definition of the exterior numbers. LetH := {i}⊔J be four different numbers from {1, . . . , n}.
For any matrix g ∈ SLN (R) and any pairs of numbers A,C ∈
∧
2
[n]:
aHA,C(g) =
3∑
h=1
(−1)h(gA,ijhgC,J\jh + gC,ijhgA,J\jh) =
∑
B⊔D=H
sgn(B,D)gA,BgC,D.
Now, we define one more diagram equals the Descartes square of the initial. With its help we can
visualize matrix entries of any element of the group
∧
2
SLn(R). To picture this diagram we should
construct a “big” diagram (An−1,̟2) and also construct N “small” copies of a diagram (An−1,̟2) in all
vertices of the “big” one.
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•
⑦ ❅
•
④ ❅
• •
⑦ ❅
• • •
•
④ ❈
•
⑦ ❅
•
⑦ ❇
13 •
⑤ ❇
•
⑦ ❅
• •
⑦ ❅
• • 34 • • •
•
⑦ ❅
•
⑦ ❅
•
⑦ ❅
•
⑦ ❅
• •
⑦ ❅
•
④ ❅
• •
⑦ ❅
•
⑦ ❅
• •
⑦ ❅
• • • • • • • • •
Figure 2. (A3,̟2)× (A3,̟2)
Remark. In Fig. 2 a point with coordinates (13, 34) corresponds to an element g13,34 ∈
∧
2
SL4(R).
We introduce the notion of a path on a weight diagram of the symmetric square of SLn(R)
2. For a
diagram vertex (ij) ∈
∧
2
[n] a path for number i (respectively j) is the maximum set of vertices containing
i (respectively j) and connecting its edges. On the weight diagram for the group Sym2 SL7(R) we draw
two paths incident to the vertex (15) (∼ for number 1, = for number 5).
•
~>
~>
~>
~>
~>
~>
~>
~>
~>
~>
~>
~>
~>
❅
•
❃
•
  ❃
15
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆ •
  ❃
•
  ❃
•
❊❊
•
②②
•
⑦ ❅
•
⑦ ❅
• ❅ •
②② ❊
❊ •
⑦
•
⑦ ❅
•
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
❅
•
⑦ ❅
•
⑦ ❊
❊ •
②②
❅ •⑦
• ❅ •⑦ ❅
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
Figure 3. Paths incident to the vertex (15)
A root embedding of a diagram (A3,̟2) in a diagram (An−1,̟2) is called an elementary square. Notice
that any elementary square can be obtained as a result of pairwise intersections of four paths, which are
organized into pairs of parallel paths.
Let us give an example of constructing an elementary square of the bivector representation of the group
SL7(R) for H = {1, 2, 4, 6}. We split the set H as follows: H = {14} ∪ {26}. Next we construct four
paths incident to these vertices. Points of the intersection of these paths form an elementary square.
Figure 4. Elementary square for the set {1, 2, 4, 6}
To calculate the exterior number aHA,C(g) for the fixed set (A,C,H) it is necessary to fix two vertices
A and C in the diagram (An−1,̟2). Next, we need to consider two copies of a diagram (An−1,̟2)
corresponding to the fixed vertices A and C. Using the set H we construct four paths in these diagrams.
2i. e., a diagram of the exterior square with additional vertices (i, i) for 1 6 i 6 n+ 1.
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The intersection points form elementary squares. Then aHA,C(g) is the signed sum of all possible pairwise
products of vertices of the last two elementary squares. In this sum, the choice of signs for the terms is
shown in Fig 5.
−
•
❅❅
❅❅
❅
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
+
•
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
+
•
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
•
−
•
−
•
−
Figure 5. The signs for an elementary square
Let us give an example of calculation of a coefficient a123423,24(g) for the group
∧
2 SL4(R). Below we
spotlight two copies of the diagram (A3,̟2) corresponding to the indices A = 23 and C = 24. Then,
a123423,24(g) = g23,12 · g24,34 − g23,13 · g24,24 + g23,14 · g24,23 + g23,23 · g24,14 − g23,24 · g24,13 + g23,34 · g24,12.
Figure 6. (A3,̟2) subdiagrams for (A,C) = (23, 24)
Theorem 7. The following algorithm computes the exterior numbers of any matrix g ∈
∧
2
SLn(R).
4C–Tutorial for computation of aHA,C(g) for the group
∧
2
SLn(R).
• Construct a diagram (An−1,̟2)× (An−1,̟2);
• Choose two copies of a diagram (An−1,̟2) corresponding to the numbers A and C;
• Construct two elementary squares corresponding to the set H in diagrams from the previous item;
• Calculate aHA,C(g) as a signed sum of all possible pairwise products of vertices of the last two
elementary squares.
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